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The Swiss miniature microphone-specialist Voice Technologies presents with the VT500WATER a water 
resistant version of the VT500 Lavalier Microphone. The extremely smooth Omni-directional pattern has 
achieved a seal according to the DIN EN 60529. The IPX7-Certification even allows a temporary 
submerge, that enables a special flexible use in broadcast and live area. The usage is also possible at 
sports events – it could already provide an excellent proof of the sound quality, despite the adverse 
conditions throughout a yacht race. 

 
Voice Technologies has developed the VT500WATER based on the popular Miniature Lavalier 
microphone VT500. The water resistance could be increased significantly due to a special molding 
injection treatment: With the IPX7-Certification, the second highest classification after the DIN EN 60529, 
the microphone can even be situated temporarily completely under water, without taking any damage. 
The Zurich enterprise relies on a special solid plastic, to withstand the harsh daily production.  In addition 
to the classical use in the broadcast and live area there is also the VT500WATER particularly for the use 
at sports segment: It could already provide an excellent proof of the sound quality, despite the adverse 
conditions throughout a yacht race. 
 

The awarded VT500 as base 
Sound basis for the VT500WATER is the popular VT500 Miniature Lavalier Microphone. A complete 

illustration of the relevant frequency spectrum is 

available with transmission of 40 Hz to 20 kHz. The 

vocal reproduction reaches a faithful and present 

speech frequency due to the slight accentuation. The 

low self-noise also contributes to the excellent sound 

quality. Thanks to the flexible cables with a length of 

1,5 meters and a 1,5 millimeter aperture, the handling 

noises are effectively reduced. Next to the water 

resistant transport box, there are included to the 

VT500WATER a windscreen as well as three 

mounting clips (Alligator, Tie Tac and Dracula). A 

holder made out of skin friendly plastic allows mounting directly onto the body underneath clothing. The 

Voice Technologies VT500WATER is now available through local distributers in the Pro-Audio specialized 

trade. The recommended retail price by the manufacture is CHF 429.—. 

Technical Data 
 Type:   Electret Condenser 
 Polar pattern:  Omni-Directional 
 Frequenzy Range: 40-Hz – 20-kHz 
 Sensitivity:  -59dB (re 1 Volt/microbar) 
 Noise level:  26dB “A” weighted 
 Max. Input SPL: 118dB 
 Impedance:  3 kOhm 
 Mic dimensions: 13x7x3.5mm 
 Weight:   7g 
 Color:   black 

 

The company Voice Technologies  
The Swiss Miniature microphone-specialist Voice Technologies develops and produces innovative 
microphones, earphones and headsets for broadcast, theatre, film and conference use. The Zurich 
enterprise has an excellent global reputation based on the proverbial Swiss quality since the founding in 
1998. In focus of the company is the development of the high precision miniature microphones that fit 
throughout the long years of research and close connections to the costumers in perfect modern 
production- and installation environments. 
Voice Technologies’ products are valued for their extraordinary sound quality, solidity and adaptability. 
 


